Report: Visa and residence permit application in China

Guideline on visa and
residence permit application
in China

Chinese ordinary visas are divided into the following 8 categories: business (F visa), work (Z visa), tourist and
family visit (L visa), student (X visa), transit (G visa), crew (C visa), journalist (J visa) and permanent residence
(D visa).
A business visa is issued to a foreign citizen who is invited to China for business, research, exchanges in the
fields of science, technology, education, culture and sports, or attending various kinds of trade fairs or
exhibitions. To legally work in China, the foreign citizen will need a Z-visa to enter the country and to begin the
process of obtaining a residence permit.
However, getting an F-visa or a Z-visa, as well as a residence permit in China, can be a difficult and seemingly
ever-changing procedure. This document provides you with updated information on application procedures for
visas and residence permits in China. Furthermore this document clarifies the difference between an F Visa and
Z Visa so that SMEs can distinguish which kind of visa their employees need in different cases.

I.

Business visa (F visa)

A business visa is used by foreign citizens who come to China on business but are not employed by a
company incorporated in China, for instance for the purpose of a business visit, research, exchanges in
the fields of technology, or attending trade fairs or exhibitions.
In order to receive an F visa, the foreign citizen must be invited by a Chinese resident company (either
domestic or foreign-invested). Please note: the Chinese embassies in some EU member states accept
only official invitation letters issued by a duly authorised unit in China, normally the local commercial
authorities in China (namely the Commission of Commerce, or Foreign Trade and Economic Relations
Commission, etc.). In recent days the authorities have strengthened the requirements on the application
of such invitation letters, for instance the inviting Chinese companies have to submit certain
documents proving an existing business relationship with the invited foreign companies. In this
context it is advisable to contact the embassy or consulate in your home country in advance to clarify
the applicable requirement.
There are several variations of F visas: single-entry, double-entry or multiple-entry. As a rule, doubleentry and multiple-entry visas are issued to foreign citizens who have travelled frequently to China
with F visas. For instance, according to the requirement of the Beijing Commission of Commerce,
invitation letters for a multiple-entry visa valid for six months can only be issued to foreign individuals
who have obtained at least three single-entry visas in the previous half of the year; and invitation
letters for a multiple-entry visa valid for one year can only be issued to foreign individuals having
travelled to China for at least 6 times in the previous year, or having obtained two multiple-entry visas
valid for six months.
The maximum period of an F visa for one visit is limited to between 30 and 90 days. In practice the
authorities are normally unwilling to issue F visas for longer than one month. An F visa can be
renewed on site. However there is always the risk that the authorities may refuse the application,
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especially in the case whereby the foreigner has stayed in China for a relatively long period of time,
since the foreigner may be deemed as working in China.
Summarised below, F visas are convenient for foreigners who will:




II.

Not be employed by a resident company in China;
Spend a relatively short period in China;
Be frequently flying in and out of China.

Work visa (Z visa) and residence permit

A Z visa is issued to foreigners employed by resident enterprises in China. According to Chinese law,
a foreigner must hold a work visa if he or she will reside more than three months in China for
business purposes.
Foreign employees possessing a Z visa have to subsequently apply for a residence permit at the local
Public Security Bureau (PSB) within 30 days after entering China. The residence permit is normally
valid for one year and allows foreigners an unlimited number of trips in and out of China during this
period.
The dependents of foreign residents, normally spouse and children under 18 years of age, can also
apply for a residence permit together with the residence permit holder.
The Z visa grants foreign employees more flexibility and reduces the need to have to extend the visa
so frequently. On the other hand the application procedure is more complicated and more timeconsuming compared to applying for an F visa. The following section details the normal application
procedure for a work visa and residence permit. Please note that processes in different locations in
China may be slightly different.
Step 1
Application for an alien employment work
permit

Please note:
1.

with labour bureau
Step 2
Application for an official invitation letter
with duly authorised unit (Please refer to Para. I)

Conditions for the application of the
alien employment work permit (required
for the subsequent work visa):

- University degree;
- At least two years work experience;
- Local employment contract or dispatch agreement
between the mother company and the Chinese subsidiary.

2.

Step 3
Application for Z visa

The alien employment work permit is
one of the validation essentials for labour
contracts with foreigners.

with Chinese embassy or consulate
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Travel to China

Step 4
Application for an alien employment certificate
with labour authority

Step 5
Application for residence permit
with local public security bureau

Contact the Centre at:
Room 910, Sunflower Tower
37 Maizidian West Street
Chaoyang District
Beijing, 100125
T: +86 10 8527 5300
F: +86 10 8527 5093

The EU SME Centre assists European SMEs to export to China by
providing a comprehensive range of free, hands-on support services
including the provision of information, confidential advice, networking
events and training. The Centre also acts as a platform facilitating
coordination amongst Member State and European public and private
sector service providers to SMEs.
The Centre’s range of free services cover:
• Business Development – provision of market information, business and
marketing advice
• Legal – legal information, ‘ask the expert’ initial consultations and
practical manuals
• Standards – standards and conformity requirements when exporting to
China
• HR and Training – industry and horizontal training programmes
• Access to a service providers directory and information databases
• Hot-desking – free, temporary office space in the EU SME Centre to
explore local business opportunities
• Any other practical support services to EU SMEs wishing to export to or
invest in China.

www.eusmecentre.org.cn
enquiries@eusmecentre.org.cn
Disclaimer
This document is provided for general
information purposes only and does not
constitute legal, investment or other
professional advice on any subject matter.
Whereas every effort has been made to
ensure that the information given in this
document is accurate, the EU SME Centre
accepts no liability for any errors, omissions
or misleading statements, and no warranty is
given or responsibility accepted as to the
standing of any individual, firm, company or
other organisation mentioned. Publication as
well as commercial and non-commercial
transmission to a third party is prohibited
unless prior permission is obtained from the
EU SME Centre. The views expressed in
this publication do not necessarily reflect the
views of the European Commission.
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